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specifications
When the user scrolls, each image layer moves up or down at different speeds giving 
an impression of depth in the page. The speed of each layer is defined by its height 
compared to the height of other layers: the higher the image, the faster it will move. 

required files 
Files must be in .PNG format with opacity capabilities. To enable depth effect with 
layers, files must be sent separately in distinct .PNG files named as shown in Fig. 1 
(level-1.png, level-2.png, level-3.png). 
Textual elements appearing in the publication must also be sent in a separate raw 
text file ( .DOC, .ODT, .TXT, etc.) for communication purposes. 

social media specifications 
.able contributions are also distributed on social media. For your information, you can 
access social media specifications. You do not need to produce specific content for 
social media, we’ll do it for you ! 

download sources

scroll.able 
Content moves up and 
down as the user scrolls. 

Discover scroll.able on 
social media 

• instagram • facebook
• twitter • linkedin

try an example 

Number of files to deliver up to 3 .PNG files

Maximum height No height limit

Maximum desktop width 768 px

Minimum font-size 12 px

Raw textual elements 1 text file (.DOC, .ODT, .TXT…)

400 pxMaximum mobile width

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGU4rwNgD2O/?igshid=73238ansk3y8
https://www.facebook.com/abletest123/videos/1049536098791324/
https://twitter.com/abletest123/status/1351927733870338051
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/layout-formats-examples-on-linkedin_scrollable-articles-appear-as-square-videos-activity-6759852462712090624-_2OZ/
https://www.able-journal.org/scroll-able-example/
https://preprod.able-journal.org/specification-reseaux-sociaux/
https://able-journal.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/scroll_standalone.zip
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specifications

When the user scrolls, each image layer moves from left to right at different speeds 
giving an impression of depth in the page. The speed of each layer is defined by its 
width compared to the width of other layers: the wider the image, the faster it will 
move. 

required files 
Files must be in .PNG format with opacity capabilities. To enable depth effect 
with layers, files must be sent separately in distinct .PNG files named as shown 
in Fig. 2 (level-1.png, level-2.png, level-3.png).
Textual elements appearing in the publication must also be sent in a separate 
raw text file ( .DOC, .ODT, .TXT, etc.) for communication purposes. 

social media specifications 

.able contributions are also distributed on social media. For your information, you can 
access social media specifications. You do not need to produce specific content for 
social media, we’ll do it for you ! 

pan.able 
Content moves from left 
to right as the user scrolls. 

Discover scroll.able on 
social media 
• instagram • facebook
• twitter • linkedin

try an example 

download sources

Number of files to deliver up to 3 .PNG files

Maximum width No width limit

Maximum desktop height 1080 px

Minimum font-size 12 px

Raw textual elements 1 text file (.DOC, .ODT, .TXT…)

540 pxMaximum mobile height

https://preprod.able-journal.org/specification-reseaux-sociaux/
https://able-journal.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/pan_standalone.zip
https://www.instagram.com/p/CKRZLKUqK8t/?igshid=163yma27uq3xr
https://www.facebook.com/abletest123/videos/338507857225913/
https://twitter.com/abletest123/status/1351927975026057218
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6759846792294096896/
https://able-journal.org/pan-able-example/


ry 

No height limit

No width limit

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGj1fI3ACpK/?igshid=1xjvc69qvd5h8
https://www.facebook.com/abletest123/posts/167256501818038
https://twitter.com/abletest123/status/1351934521629962245
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6759850353056870401/
https://www.able-journal.org/zoom-able-example/
http://37.187.95.133/
https://www.able-journal.org/contact/
https://preprod.able-journal.org/specification-reseaux-sociaux/
http://37.187.95.133/
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specifications 
Images are displayed inline in a grid. Optional text can be added below each image. 
Each caption can be up to 280 characters. 

 

required files 
Files must be in .JPG files or .PNG format, and they must have the same width and 
height to maintain a regular layout. You must select the background color, either black 
or white. 
Each image must be sent in separate files named “image-1”, “image-2”, etc. Captions 
must be sent in a separate text file ( .DOC, .ODT, .TXT, etc.). 

social media specifications 
.able contributions are also distributed on social media. For your information, 
you can access social media specifications. You do not need to produce 
specific content for social media, we’ll do it for you ! 

download sources

story.able 
Content appears as a 
storyboard with optional 
captions. 
 
Discover scroll.able on 
social media 
• instagram • facebook  
• twitter • linkedin  

try an example

Number of files to deliver
Images: No limit to the number of files. Files 
must be .JPG or .PNG 
Captions: 1 text file (.DOC, . ODT, .TXT, etc.) 

Maximum height No height limit 

Maximum width 442 px (per image) 

Size All files must have the same width and 
height 

Max characters 280 characters per caption 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGU7ZtqAg8-/?igshid=buzkwuio0k63
https://www.facebook.com/abletest123/posts/167262645150757
https://twitter.com/abletest123/status/1351935823680253952
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6759849587822891009/
https://www.able-journal.org/story-able-example/
https://preprod.able-journal.org/specification-reseaux-sociaux/
https://www.able-journal.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/storyable-code.zip
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specifications 
The user can watch a different video format (length, dimensions, and so on) 
depending on their interest and browsing behavior (website, social media, etc.). Three 
video formats are available: <1min (teaser), 2-5 minutes (essential), >8 minutes (in-
depth). 

required files 
Video must be provided in h264 format. The required formats can either be .MOV 
or .MP4. Subtitles are necessary ; they must be in English by default. 

Textual elements appearing in the publication as well as the subtitles must be sent in 
a separate raw text file ( .DOC, .ODT, .TXT, etc.) for communication purposes. 

social media 

The teaser video and the essential video will be uploaded on Youtube and Vimeo, and 
it will be shared on social media as well as on .able. 
The teaser video must be less than onr minute long. The essential video must be 
between 2 and 5 minutes long. 

.able website 

The in-depth video will be uploaded on Youtube and Vimeo, and directly 
on .able website. 

video.able 
Multi-format video 
content. 
 
Discover scroll.able on 
social media 
• instagram • facebook  
• twitter • linkedin  

try an example

The videos must be square 
(1080px*1080px).  

Subtitles must be provided in English 
in a .SRT file. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGU6gv8A9dF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/abletest123/videos/711031156210413/
https://twitter.com/abletest123/status/1351938215947677696
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6759847594643468289/
https://www.able-journal.org/video-able-example/
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Subtitles must be submitted in an .SRT file in English by default. Other languages can 
be provided, each in a separate .SRT files. 

social media specifications 

.able contributions are also distributed on social media. For your information, you can 
access social media specifications. You do not need to produce specific content for 
social media, we’ll do it for you ! 

No specific ratio is required 
but the video height must be 
at least 1080px.

Number of files to deliver Videos: 3 video files must be submitted 
Subtitles: 1 or more .SRT files must be provided 

Format h264  
.MOV or .MP4 

Subtitles language English by default 

Subtitles format .SRT files 

Raw textual elements 1 text file (.DOC, .ODT, .TXT, etc.) 

1st video 2nd video 3rd video 

teaser video essential video in-depth video

<1 minute 2-5 minutes >8 minutes

Square 
1080px*1080px 

Square 
1080px*1080px

No specific ratio 
1080px-high minimum

https://preprod.able-journal.org/specification-reseaux-sociaux/



